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Welcome to 
the UW CBE 
Architecture 
Town Hall!  

We’ll start a 
few minutes 
after the hour



Remote Learning
Classes that would conventionally be taught in person but are currently offered via remote. Expected to 
return to in person instruction at a quarter when conditions permit. Three different models.

In-Person
Classes that have components that require in person participation in Seattle.
Per UW requirements, only classes that can not be taught remotely are allowed to be in person.

Only a couple of options are available.  Please work with your advisor to identify options if needed.



Remote Learning
Classes that would conventionally be taught in person but are currently offered via remote. Expected to 
return to in person instruction at a quarter when conditions permit. Three different models.

Asynchronous
No live content. Participation can take place at the time of the students choosing. Typically release 
content a week at a time in order to pace the course for students. Often includes synchronous ‘office’ 
hours.

Synchronous
Participation at the time of the class is critical for success. These are classes that include significant 
interaction between students and faculty during the scheduled course time. Note, some content may 
be delivered asynchronous however participation during some of the scheduled course time will be 
necessary.

Synchronous-Flexible 
Class is delivered in real time but recorded. Some student interaction is included (e.g. Q&A, chat, short 
break out/discussions) that will make synchronous participation more engaging. Sessions are recorded 
and posted the day of the lecture to ensure that students who elect to participate asynchronously will 
be able to succeed.
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